
Help � How to use demo version   

BANeT is a planning tool that optimizes placements of rDSLAMs (remote Digital Subscriber Line 

Access Multiplexer). Moreover, it can show broadband wireless coverage if an antenna would be 

placed on the existing tower of a mobile base station.  

# File - Open example 

In this demo version there are 2 cases available. Go to “File” and click “Open example 1” to get the 

map of a typical rural area and “Open example 2” to get the map of a typical urban area. If you open 

both, you can switch between both cases by clicking on tabs in the top of the window or by pressing 

“Ctrl” and “Tab” at the same time. An example can be closed by clicking on the “Close” bottom in the 

“Views bar”. 

# File - Settings 

In “File/Settings” section you can choose different language or set 2 network parameters. As the 

length of the cables between nodes and users are not known, the application uses air line calculated 

from the coordinates and multiplies it by “Cable length factor”. By default it is set to 1,6.  

The other network parameter is “Receiver sensitivity”. This is threshold parameter used to evaluate if 

signal strength of received wireless signal. It is the minimum signal strength necessary for wireless 

transmission. All signal strengths are calculated with it.   

# Views bar - bar on the top 

On the top of the application you can choose between several view layers. “Show subscribers” shows 

locations of the user and “Show subscribers edges” display which node do certain users belong to. 

These lines are used for calculations of cable lengths between users and nodes. “Show DSLAM 

coverage” can be used only after the optimisation for a particular case is performed.  It displays 

optimal placements of DSLAMs and differentiate between users which are inside optimisation 

parameters and those who aren’t. Results of wireless propagation are already imported in the 

application and can be shown by clicking “Show WiMAX coverage”. Once this view option is used you 

can choose between predefined wireless signal strengths that are used for calculation of WiMAX 

coverage, explained in later section. 

# Optimisation – bar on the left 

The optimisation process requires two input parameters: investment threshold and distance 

between node and user (bar on the left). Investment threshold is the total number of users for which 

an operator is willing to put DSLAM. In the optimisation process, the application will place DSLAM 

only when the number of user within “Range” is greater than #Investment threshold”. After the 

optimisation is performed a new tab is added in the bar on the top. 

# Summary window 

In the “Summary window” you can first see both optimisation parameters used after the 

optimisation is done. Then the total numbers of users in the area and number of DSLAMs suggested 

by the optimisation process is displayed.  



In the section the summary of ditches and optical fiber needed is shown. Ditch length is a sum of 

ditches to all nodes where DSLAMs are placed, but 2 DSLAMs on the same branch of a tree use the 

same ditch. Optical fiber length is a sum of  all individual fibers from a central office to each DLSAM 

placed. 

The last section shows the coverage obtained by DSLAMs, wireless technology or both, depending on 

which view from the view bar is chosen. It is calculated as percentage of users covered by the chosen 

technology. For wireless technology you can chose the threshold – signal strength - which is used for 

calculation of coverage in the “Views bar”. 

# Node properties 

By right-clicking on any node, you can see several node’s properties. First is the type which can be 

either DSLAM or general node. Then lengths of the cable to the closest upper node and closest upper 

DSLAM are shown. It also displays number of users placed beneath the node in question following 

the tree branch and the number of users linked on it directly. Among them the distance to the user 

most far from the node is shown. The user distances from the node are shown for all of them in a 

histogram. The properties include also WiMAX received signal strength and node’s unique name.  

# User properties  

By right-clicking on any user you can see cable length to the node to which it is connected, cable 

length to the DSLAM and WiMAX signal strength. 

# Zoom in/out 

In the right-top corner you can zoom in and out or get back to the default size by clicking on “x”. X 

and Y values above zoom options correspond to coordinates of the point where mouse cursor is (X 

longitude and Y latitude respectively). First 2 digits of both values represent integer of a coordinate 

and the rest a decimal part.    


